
Second board meeting - Minutes - 24th of April 2022

Members present: Christopher, Edith, Andrea, Esther and Kàja

Voting structure:
[For, against, abstain]

1. Access
a. Keys

i. Done

2. Contemporary workshop
a. Around 35 people, a bit crowded
b. ~10 expressed interest in a class
c. The teacher would like to do summer classes
d. We will create a class in the fall

Make class on Klubmodul as well as page for website and group on facebook
(Christopher)

3. Bi-annual
a. Around 70-75 people
b. The room was really good! And we should book it for future parties
c. Good feedback, people enjoyed the workshop
d. We should budget with cleaning through CAS for next year

4. Summer classes
a. Swing teachers and contemporary teacher would like to give summer workshops

i. Perhaps the bachata teachers would like to give workshops too
ii. We will do a one price for all the classes during June of 120kr if we have 3

different types of dances, or 99kr if we have 2 different types of dances [5,0,0]
iii. Teachers will be paid (5000/12)kr in remuneration per class (TAs 2000/12)kr
iv. Promotion through fb and insta - Esther
v. Create classes on klubmodul and group on facebook for contemporary dance

- Christopher
vi. Book rooms for classes - Edith

vii. Make final schedule at the end of this week (May 1st) - Edith

5. The coming year
a. How do we want to prioritize? Where do we want to spend our money?

i. Promotion
1. More activity on SoMe
2. Posters

ii. Keeping members for more than 1 semester
1. Would be interesting to know if foreign students attending are in

Denmark for one semester or for their whole education.
2. Getting people from when they start as bachelors



iii. Dance café
1. Contact the Friday bars for collaboration in the beginning of the

semester
2. Doing a promotion dance in Friday bars and in the corridor by the

canteen with different dance styles. 1 minute per style - Edith will
find out if we are allowed to play music in the corridor in the middle
of the day, Esther will reach out to the Friday bars

3. We can ask DTU Foto club is they want to take pictures - Andrea will
contact

iv. Flash mob
1. Ask the teachers if they would like to prepare a flash mob with their

class. Maybe to use as promotion for bi-annual
v. Silent disco

vi. Live band
vii. Teacher-board event

1. Sunday 4th of September at 16:00
viii. Event with presentations from each class - maybe in the fall

ix. Bonus for teachers with more than x student (class having a surplus)

6. Next board meeting:
a. 10th of August around 17:30 or 18:00

7. AOB


